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Local eGovernment Standards Body (LeGSB)
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–
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Funded by sponsorship from
–

–
–
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Originally an ODPM National Project
A part of the iNetwork
Accountable body is Tameside Council

Executive Steering Board
–

•

Cabinet-Office
– Driving the work of the Information Domain
– Information Standards to support the Infrastructure initiatives from the government ICT Strategy
DWP
– Universal Credits, ATLAS message formats
Communities and Local Government
– Transparency, Comparable Financial Data

Governance
–
–
–

•

To promote eStandards that support Efficiency, Transformation, and Transparency of Local Services
Syntax, Semantics, Quality, Rights, Authentication, Transport, Governance

LGA, SOCITM, DWP, CLG, C.O., Health, Education, Intellect, Information Commissioner’s Office

Representing to
–
–
–
–

CTO Delivery Group
UK Location Council
Knowledge Council
EC, ISA European Interoperability Architecture Working Groups

Code of recommended practice …

•

Publication should be in open and machine-readable formats. The recommended 5 step journey to a fully
open format is:
–
–
–
–
–

* Available on the web (whatever format) but with an open license
** As for one star plus available as machine-readable structured data (e.g. Excel instead of image scan of a table)
*** As for two star plus use a non-proprietary format (e.g. CSV and XML)
**** All the above plus use open standards from the World Wide Web Consortium (such as RDF and SPARQL) and
***** All the above plus link your data to other people’s data to provide context.

Publishing up to step 3

Publishing up to step 5

Why do we need this guide?
• Feedback from local authorities tells us that, while many wish to
publish data in a smarter, joined up way, that will benefit their
residents, they have not been able to find relevant material that
explains the practicalities of 5* data publishing.
• At LGA events across England in March 2013, LeGSB presented the
material in this guide to roomfuls of local authority practitioners, who
then fed back that they would value it being turned into a proper guide,
and were likely to take part in supporting web collaborations.

Your thoughts?
• Does the panel support the ‘technical companion’
– as recommended reading for Local Authorities?

• What type of local data is valuable when provide as 5*
– and what is the vision for a ‘local data ecosystem’?

•

The companion lists various gaps that need to be address before
Local Authorities could make a success of 5* publishing
– how do we address those?

Addressing Gaps
• Content
– which ‘concepts’ commonly recur in local public service data?
– which properties/URI Sets/controlled vocabularies should we consistently
use?
– what existing linked data is already available that could be linked to?
– what ‘core reference data’ is missing, which we will need to be able to
make links in linked data?

• Methods / Tools / Architecture / Standards
–
–
–
–
–
–

modeling
describing quality and provenance;
patterns for common scenarios such as statistics;
expressing the ‘profile’ of a dataset;
data formats to respond with when dereferencing URIs;
options for triplestores, APIs, data services;

Collaborating

Joining it up?
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